Cuban Cigars
Cohiba Club 10 Cigarillos Cigars.

21 Ring Gauge x 4” Medium Flavour. £25.00 Packet 10
Cuban machine-made mini cigars. Cohiba clubs Cigars are an exciting new size of small Cuban cigar
launched in the UK in 2017. These are a great smaller cigar with a superb flavour and are ideal for
the inexperienced smoke or someone who is looking for a quick, quality smoke, perhaps for a predinner aperitif cigar or over a cup of coffee.
The smoking time is around 15 minutes and these do not need cutting, they are ready to go. These
are medium to full-bodied cigarillos and a very affordable taste of Cuba packaged in the iconic
Cohiba yellow and black packaging.
Full bodied, spicy with creamy character, hints of grass, coffee and nutty notes. A good 15 minute
smoke, perhaps 25 minutes if you are going slowly.
Packed, 10 Cohiba clubs Cigars in a cardboard outer. Individually cellophane wrapped. No cutter
required.

Cohiba Panatelas Cigar

26 Ring Gauge x 4. 1/2”. Medium Flavour
£17.00 Each
Cuban handmade cigar. Uniquely amongst Habanos up to three of Cohiba's filler leaves , the seco,
ligero and the rare medio tiempo, undergo an additional fermentation in barrels. This unique
process produces a special aroma and flavour you will only find in Cohiba.
26 Ring Gauge x 4. 1/2”. Medium Flavour, 15 min smoke time.

Cohiba Siglo I Cigar

£22.00 Each
Cuban handmade cigar. Uniquely amongst Habanos up to three of Cohiba's filler leaves , the seco,
ligero and the rare medio tiempo. 40 Ring Gauge x 4”. Medium Flavour,
The Cohiba Siglo I cigar itself is a tiny Corona and is very similar in taste to the other coronas in the
Siglo line. A creamy sweetness to begin with, following with beany mocha flavours and a medium
tobacco taste. 20 mins smoke time.

Cohiba Siglo II Cigar

42 Ring Gauge x 5”. Medium Flavour,

£28.00 Each

Cuban handmade cigar. The Cohiba Siglo II cigar is certainly not what we have come to expect from
Cohiba and their El Liguito factory. The petit corona utilises tobacco grown in Cuba’s first class
plantations and goes through the fermentation process three times over the course of two years
before the tobacco leaves are crafted into cigars by Cuba’s master rollers, some of which have been
making cigars since before the Cuban revolution! The cigar is similar to other Siglos in that it has a
sweet creaminess to it along with bean flavours, however the smoke also provides a silky, oily
woodiness which is uncommon for Cohiba Cigars. 30 mins smoke time

Cohiba Siglo III Cigar

42 Ring Gauge x 6 1/8”. Medium - Full Flavour,

£34.00 Each

Cuban handmade cigar. The Cohiba Siglo III Cigar is the standout of the other cigars in the Siglo
series, with it’s distinctive flavours. The cigar is a corona Grande matured for two years in Cuba’s
most famous El Liguito factory, which is a perfect recipe for it’s complexity. Notes of grilled vanilla
combine with spicy chocolate, deep cocoa and a drip of chilli to spice up your tastebuds before they
are cooled with the taste of rich and creamy leather polymerised with a dollop of fresh cream. A
cigar best smoked after a luxury dessert. 45 min smoke time.

Cuban Cigars
Cohiba Siglo IV Cigar

46 Ring Gauge x 5.5/8”. Medium-full Flavour
£39.00 Each
Cuban handmade cigar. The Cohiba Siglo IV itself is a Corona Gorda and has a feel extremely similar
to the other cigars in the Siglo series. Beginning with a creamy sweetness and a mild floral aroma,
leading to mocha and bean flavours with a medium tobacco taste. Uniquely amongst Habanos up to
three of Cohiba's filler leaves , the seco, ligero and the rare medio tiempo. 45 min smoke time.

Cohiba Robusto

50 Ring Gauge x 4.7/8”. Medium -full Flavour,

£45.00 Each

Cuban handmade cigar. According to Habanos, only the highest-grade tobacco from the five finest
farms in Cuba’s Vuelta Abajo zone are selected for Cohiba’s, but the Cuban monopoly won’t name
the plantations. The only thing we can verify with certainty is that Cohiba Robusto are sophisticated
and delicious smokes, powerful cigars with notes of oak, vanilla and almonds. There’s a reason why
people have been buying them with passion for so long. 45 min smoke time.

Partagas Serie P No2.

52 Ring Gauge x 6”. Full Flavour
£34.00 Each
Cuban handmade cigar. The Partagas Serie P No. 2 is made by hand of leaves carefully selected from
the best tobacco plantations in the Vuelta Abajo area in Cuba. The Partagas P no.2 come in the 52gauge pyramid (or torpedo) size. A true connoisseur cigar!
The Partagas Series E no.2 cigar spells the beginning of a new line in the Partagas family. The Serie E,
which has a ring gauge of 54, is a great addition to Partagas. The extra ring gauge suits the intensity
of the Partagas blend, giving it a softer, less direct pace but with big flavours throughout.
Duke vitolas are not very common in the cigar world, however, Partagas are known for being a brand
of innovation. The founder, Jaime Partagas, was responsible for innovating the maturation
techniques used by almost every Cuban tobacco brand today!
A Partagas is immediately recognisable by its deep, earthly flavour. The character of its blend
springs from a selection of filler and binder tobaccos grown in the Vuelta Abajo zone and chosen for
their unmistakable richness of flavour and aroma. 1 hour smoke time.

Hoyo de Monterrey Epicure No. 2 Cigar

£26.00 Each

Cuban handmade cigar. Ring gauge: 50. Length: 4.8” Mild-Medium Flavour,
Like his bigger brother the No.1, this Robusto is fresh and perfectly suited to the new model
aficionado who enjoys his smoke in the great outdoors as opposed to being locked away in a dimly
lit smoking club. A great treat during the day or with a cold beer at aperitif. Tasty and smooth. Like a
fruit smoothy! 45 min smoke time.

Trinidad Vigia Cigar – Single Tubos

54 Ring Gauge x 4.3/8”. Med Flavour

£32.00 Each

Cuban handmade cigar. Trinidad is one of the anomalies within Cuba’s collection of cigar brands. It
started as a commercially unavailable cigar reserved for diplomats and dignitaries. Once the brand
was released to the public in 1998, it came in one long, thin size called Fundadores. Rather than
being long and slender, this cigar is short and squat. While it maintains Trinidad’s signature pigtail
cap, its heavy ring gauge offers an abundant smoke, lush with earthy truffle notes, oakiness and a
warm nutty finish. Vigia is named for the watchtowers in the Cuban city of Trinidad erected to
observe the sugarcane fields. 45 min smoke time

Cuban Cigars
H. Upmann Magnum 46 Tubos

46 Ring Gauge x 5.5/8”. Med Flavour,
£30.00 Each
Cuban handmade cigar. H. Upmann Magnum 46 cigars limited availability makes it a very desired
smoke among aficionados. Exploding with savoury flavours of spiced wood and exotic accents
through the second and third tier, the main H. Upmann blend is present with medium to strong
tobacco flavours remaining dominant. This is all about that old school Havana flavour profile.
H. Upmann blend is composed exclusively of filler and binder tobaccos grown in the Vuelta Abajo
zone. 45 min smoke time.

Montecristo Open Master.

50 Ring Gauge x 5”. Medium Flavour

£27.00 Each

Cuban handmade cigar. After trying the Montecristo Open Master Cigar, you will certainly see
where the Cuban based brand is coming from. This cigar is somehow complex and full of great
flavours yet not overpowering, despite the intensity caused by the fat ring gauge. The Master was
named after the Masters tennis series. 45 min smoke time.

Montecristo No.5 40 Ring Gauge x 4”.

Medium- Full Flavour

£15.00 Each

Cuban handmade cigar. The Montecristo brand hold numerous records in the cigar world, the No.4
is the best selling cigar there ever has been, the No.2 is the gold standard cigar the best the world
has ever seen, and the Montecristo No.5 cigar is the shortest cigar coming out of Cuba. Perhaps one
of the stoutest cigars you will ever see, only 10cm long but with a ring gauge of 40! This makes for a
very intense cigar, certainly one to try.. 20 min smoke

Partagas Serie D4.

50 Ring Gauge x5”. Full Flavour,

£27.00 Each

Cuban handmade cigar. A Partagas is immediately recognisable by its deep, earthly flavour. The
character of its blend springs from a selection of filler and binder tobaccos grown in the Vuelta Abajo
zone and chosen for their unmistakable richness of flavour and aroma. The D No.4 Robusto is one of
the top selling Havanas, strong and full bodied, exploring aromas of wood and spice in equal doses.
Colorado to Maduro with wrapper but always constructed to perfection, this is a Cuban classic. A
true connoisseur cigar! If there is one particularly famous cigar factory in Havana, it is Partagas. The
factory was opened in 1845 by Don Jaime Partagas and it has been making the cigars that bear his
name ever since. Smoke time 45 mins.

Montecristo No.2 Cigar.

52 Ring Gauge x 6 1/8”. Medium-Full Flavour
£34.00 Each
Cuban handmade cigar The Montecristo No.2 Cigar is perhaps the most infamous smoke the cigar
community has ever seen! In a blind taste test held by Cigar Aficionado, the cigar received the
highest score of all time with 96 points out of 100! This torpedo has so much character and has
helped to define the classic beany-tanginess that has become quintessential to Montecristo cigars.
The No.2 is powerful from the start due to the full body of the tobacco and the stout figure of the
cigar. The No.2 tantalises the tongue with flavours of wood and spice along with the bitterness of
coffee beans. 1 hour smoke time.

Cuban Cigars
Montecristo Petit Edmundo.

52 Ring Gauge x 4 3/8”. Medium-Full Flavour

£30.00 Each

Cuban handmade cigar. Montecristo's perfectly balanced blends are created exclusively with
selected filler and binder leaves from the Vuelta Abajo zone, home of the finest tobaccos in the
world. Named after Edmundo Dantes, hero of Alexandro Dumas’ famous novel “The Count of
Montecristo”, the Edmundo is the first size to be added to Montecristo’s standard range since 1971.
It is the second new 52 ring gauge, parejo size to be introduced by Habanos, SA within a year. All
Edmundos are tripa larga, totalmente a mano – long filler, totally hand made using medium to fullbodied blend of Vuelta Abajo tobaccos that deliver the classic, bitter-sweet, tangy flavour that has
made Montecristo the world’s most popular Havana cigar brand. 30 mins smoke time.

Trinidad Shorts.

£26.00

Packet 10. Med Flavour.
Cuban machine-made mini cigars. 100% Cuban tobacco, blended to replicate the classic smooth and
creamy Trinidad aromas. Machine made in Cuba using leaves from iconic Vuelta Abajo region.
Each Short is cellophane wrapped for freshness and protection, pre-cut and dressed with the stylish,
eye-catching Trinidad cigar band. 5 - 10 min smoke time

Romeo y Julieta No2 Tubos.

42 Ring Gauge x 5”. Medium Flavour
£20.00 Each
Cuban handmade cigar. The Romeo y Julieta No.2 Tubos cigar is a classic of the brand, this cigar
carries essentially the same taste as the other tubos. The tobacco is medium in flavour combined
with a variety of flavours to create a complex cigar. Floral in aroma with hints of nuttiness, garden
herbs and smoked wood this is certainly a cigar to try.
Romeo y Julieta's balanced and aromatic blend of selected filler and binder leaves from the Vuelta
Abajo zone make it the classic medium bodied Habano. 30 min smoke time.

Romeo y Julieta Short Churchill cigar.

£25.00 Each
Cuban handmade cigar. The Romeo y Julieta Short Churchill cigar is the smaller version of the
Churchill yet still larger than the Petit Churchill. Just like the original, this cigar is full of flavour, has a
very consistant draw and never tires or becomes bitter. Unlike the other Churchills, the small carries
more fruity flavours with hints of cherries and vanilla whilst still retaining the earthy notes reminding
you that it is a classic Romeo y Julieta blend.
50 Ring Gauge x 5”. Medium.
Flavour 45 min smoke time

Montecristo Petit Tubos.

42 Ring Gauge x 5”. Medium-full Flavour
£21.00 Each
Cuban handmade cigar. The original Montecristo range of sizes was composed of a narrow
assortment numbered from 1 to 5. Today it consists of a wide variety of vitolas to cover every level
of the cigar enthusiast's needs. Montecristo's perfectly balanced blends are created exclusively with
selected filler and binder leaves from the Vuelta Abajo zone, home of the finest tobaccos in the
world. 30 min smoke time.

Romeo y Julieta No3.

42 Ring Gauge x 5”. Medium Flavour
£19.00 Each
Cuban handmade cigar. The Romeo y Julieta No.3 Tubos cigar is a classic of the brand, this cigar
carries essentially the same taste as the other tubos. The tobacco is medium in flavour combined
with a variety of flavours to create a complex cigar. Floral in aroma with hints of nuttiness, garden
herbs and smoked wood this is certainly a cigar to try. 30 min smoke time.

Cuban Cigars
Trinidad Reyes.

40 Ring Gauge x 4 3/4”. Medium Flavour

£16.50 Each

Cuban handmade cigar. Much like Cohiba, Trinidad cigars started their life as an exclusive cigar that
would only be given to foreign officials as gifts. Having initially started production in 1969, the cigars
were eventually made available for the general public in 1998.
The Trinidad Reyes is easily one of the best smaller cigars around. Wonderful smoke from start to
finish, you can see why Cigar Aficionado gave it 96 out of 100. 20 min smoke time.

Punch Coronations Tubos.

42 Ring Gauge x 5 1/8”. Med-full Flavour

£16.00 Each

Cuban handmade cigar. Punch is one of the very oldest Habano brands. Don Manuel Lopez of Juan
Valle & Co founded it in the mid- 19th century with an eye to the booming British market where a
humorous magazine of the same name was much in vogue. Punch's distinct medium flavour created
with a blend of filler and binder tobaccos from Vuelta Abajo is available in a wide variety of sizes
which are all long filler and totally hand made. The Punch Coronations tubos cigar has heavy woody
flavours, sweetened by dried fruit hints that makes this cigar a pleasant smoke. 25 min smoke time.

Vegueros Mananitas.

52 Ring Gauge x 5 7/8”. Medium Flavour

£13.00 Each

Untubed
Cuban handmade cigar. t is a tradition in the Vuelta Abajo zone for the Vegueros (farmers) go make
their own cigars. Visitors to this part of the Pinar de Rio province often want to try such cigars made
in the land where the best tobacco in the world is grown. As a result, 1996, the brand called
Vegueros was introduced to the market as a tribute to the countless generations that have
cultivated tobacco in Pinar del Rio. It has a special intensity in its blend that reflects the tastes of the
local people. 20 min smoke time.

Guantanamera Cristales.

41 Ring Gauge x 6” Mild-Med Flavour
£9.00 Each
Cuban machine made, cigar. Guantanamera cigars are the ideal starting point for those interested in
sampling the Joys of Cuban Tobacco without breaking the bank. Each cigar is made from 100%
cuban tobacco from the legendary Vuelta Arriba region. These cigars are machine made and come
pre cut, so no need to worry about a cigar cutter.20 -25 min smoke time

Quintero Favoritos Cigar .

50 Ring Gauge x 4 1/2”. Medium Flavour

£17.50 Each

Untubed
Cuban handmade cigar. Quintero’s smooth, medium bodied taste makes it ideal for those seeking to
experience the flavour of Habanos at an affordable price.
All the tobaccos selected for Quintero's filler blend come from Vuelta Abajo and Semi Vuelta zones.
Each Quintero cigar is made using the short filler, totally hand made technique. 20 min smoke time.

H. Upmann Half Corona Cigar.

50 Ring Gauge x 4 1/2”. Medium Flavour

£14.50 Each

Untubed
Cuban handmade cigar. The H. Upmann Half Corona has now arrived in the UK. This vitola is the last
of the three standard size cigars to be released from Habanos S.A. in 2011.The H.Upmann half
corona is a creamy cigar with hints of coffee. Small attractive Havana cigar, good draw, with complex
flavours for such a small cigar. An excellent short smoking break cigar. 20 min smoke time.

Nicaraguan Cigars
Hiram & Solomon- Grand Architect.

52 Ring Gauge x 5”. Medium Flavour £25.00 Each

Nicaraguan handmade. The line features a blend highlighted by tobacco from Paraguay in the filler,
alongside two types of Nicaraguan ligero. The binder is a Nicaraguan seco habano leaf from the
Jalapa region, while the wrapper is a Nicaraguan corojo leaf. The line gets its name from one of the
founding principles of Freemasons, a reference to the Divine Being known as humanity’s Master
Builder or Great Architect, according to the company. 45 min smoke.

Rocky Patel Grand Reserve Robusto

50 Ring Gauge x 5.1/2”. Med Flavour £24.00 Each

Nicaraguan handmade, The Grand Reserve was first presented in April 2018 as part of the Mountain
on Fire event in the Austrian Alps and is (currently) exclusively available in Europe. Cigar lovers in the
United States should keep a lookout for this cigar on their next trip to Europe. Distribution of the
Grand Reserve series only started in October 2018. For the blend, which is kept secret, Rocky Patel
dug deep into his treasure chest and used some of his oldest tobaccos. After production, the cigars
matured in the aging room for a further two years.
Tasting notes: This super creamy cigar offers the delicate sweetness of dried fruit and chocolate, the
delicate bitter tones of tea, as well as woody, leathery, and nutty aromas. Caffe¨ latte and herbal
spice are just the encore. 45 min smoke time.

Rocky Patel A.L.R. Second Edition 52 Ring Gauge x 6.1/2”.

Med Flavour

£22.00 Each

Nicaraguan handmade, San Andres maduro wrapper , Honduran binder, blended filler made up of
Nicaraguan and Honduran. According to Patel, each A.L.R. Second Edition cigar is aged for two years
after it’s rolled before going to market. While the component tobaccos are already aged, Patel
claims that these cigars get a two-year resting period for maturation and added levels of complexity.
This probably contributes to the cost. Few Rocky Patel cigars are this expensive.
This box-pressed Toro has all the sweet, satisfying qualities of malted chocolate and vanilla bean,
balanced by an uplifting hint of fresh, shredded coconut. Only 2,000 boxes of this size were created,
but Patel will be releasing these smokes in batches as they come of age in his Nicaraguan factory.
45-55 min smoke time.

Rocky Patel. Hamlet 25th anniversary.50 Ring Gauge x 5.1/2”Med Flavour

£20.00 Each
Nicaraguan handmade, Ecuadoran Habano wrapper, Pennsylvania Broadleaf binder, blended filler
made up of Nicaraguan and Honduran.
The Hamlet 25th Year is the second brand developed by renowned Cuban cigar blender and master
roller, Hamlet Paredes.
Crafted in Nicaragua, this medium-bodied cigar features an Ecuadorian Habano wrapper, a
Pennsylvania Broadleaf binder, and fillers hailing from Nicaragua and Honduras. Hamlet 25th Year
honors the achievements of Hamlet Paredes body of work through a quarter-century in the cigar
industry, delivering all the quality for which Hamlet is known. 45 min smoke time.

Nicaraguan Cigars
La Invicta Robusto.

50 Ring Gauge x 5”. Medium Flavour
£11.00 Each
Nicaraguan handmade cigar. Hand made cigars including Nicaraguan filler and wrapper leaves. The
easy draw brings out the rich, nutty-cedar flavours.

La Invicta Petit Corona.

42 Ring Gauge x 4”. Medium Flavour
£9.00 Each
Nicaraguan handmade cigar. Hand made cigars including Nicaraguan filler and wrapper leaves. The
easy draw brings out the rich, nutty-cedar flavours.

Asylum 13 Short Corona.

44 Ring Gauge x 4 . Medium -Full Flavour.

£14.00 Each

Nicaraguan handmade. Wrapper Nicaraguan Maduro, Binder - Nicaraguan, Filler - Nicaraguan
Asylum 13 cigars are true Nicaraguan Puros.
A dark Nicaraguan wrapper coats a combination of aged seed, long filler grown throughout the black
volcanic soils of Nicaragua.
Prepare yourself for a slow and cool burn, with a medium to full bodied array of flavour.
These cigars are eventful throughout and something you don't want to miss out on.
The smoke from these Asylum 13 show hints of dark chocolate, dark creamy stout (Guinness?), dried
fruit, espresso and just a suggestion of apple, built on a slightly sweet, peppery and drying Malty
base.

La Invicta Canon.

52 Ring Gauge x 5 7/8” Medium Flavour
£14.00 Each
Untubed
Nicaraguan handmade cigar. Hand made cigars including Nicaraguan filler and wrapper leaves. The
easy draw brings out the rich, nutty-cedar flavours.

Honduran Cigars
Oscar Valladares Leaf

50 Ring Gauge x 5”. Medium Flavour
£22.00 Each
Honduran handmade. These cigars represent perhaps one of the most exciting developments in
premium cigar smoking to come along in quite a while. Developed by Oscar Valladares at his
boutique factory in Danli, Honduras, each LEAF cigar represents a deep connection between the land
on which the tobaccos were grown and all the people who contributed to its production. Even the
bands are made by a company local to the factory using organic agave to craft the paper. Instead of
cellophane, the torcedors have laid each stick inside of a leaf of tobacco for aging and protection.
These cigars are flawlessly handcrafted out of the Oscar Valladares Tobacco & Co. factory in
Honduras. These cigars are covered with a rustic tobacco leaf which acts like a cellophane to protect
the Sumatra wrapper and to help it age. Honduran binders and fillers complete this delicious mellow
to medium bodied recipe.
Nicaraguan Jalapa wrapper that covers aged binder and long-fillers form Honduras.

Oscar Barber Pole

52 Ring Gauge x 6”. Medium Flavour

£20.00 Each

Honduran handmade. Wrapper Mexican San Andres / Candela. Oscar Valladares started out in 2012,
Oscar’s first creation was the original 2012 edition, it was also the year the Mayan calendar
predicted the end of the world, which accounts for the Mayan-themed artwork on the boxes. Oscar
decided to re-boot his first blend now in a box-pressed format, Oscar and his master blender, Byron
Duarte, have created an even more impressive-tasting line-up.
The 2012 by Oscar Barber Pole features a barber pole wrapper. This particular barber pole cigar
features both a maduro and a candela wrapper intertwined. Using candela is nothing new on a
barber pole, but this is unique in that it uses a box-pressed format.

Oscar Connecticut Toro

52 Ring Gauge x 6”. Medium Flavour

£20.00 Each

Honduran handmade. Golden brown Connecticut-seed wrapper over a balanced blend of aged
Honduran and Nicaraguan tobaccos Part of a three-wrapper line made to celebrate Oscar Valladares
five successful years in the premium cigar industry,2012 Oscar Rebirth Editions Toro Connecticut
cigars are box-pressed vitola’s crafted with the mellow to medium bodied smoker in mind. This 6 x
52-ring cigar features a golden brown Connecticut-seed wrapper over a balanced blend of aged
Honduran and Nicaraguan tobaccos. The result is a smooth and creamy smoke brimming with flavors
of toasted almonds, leather, caramel, cocoa, and subtle hints of spice.

Rocky Patel. Robusto No6.

50 Ring Gauge x 5 1/2”. Med Flavour.

£18.00 Each

Handmade Honduran Wrapper & Binder, Nicaraguan & Honduran Filler. Before releasing these topshelf cigars Rocky experimented with several blend variations, but it was test blend No. 6 that really
stood out, hence the name Rocky Patel Number 6 was born. The cigars use a very special Corojo
wrapper leaf grown in Honduras, that's paired with the finest aged Nicaraguan binder and filler
leaves carefully grown on Rocky's own farms. This consummate homegrown blending results in a
medium bodied smoke that displays intricate layers of coffee, earth, toasted bread, and a warm
honey sweetness that ties these rich flavours together.

Honduran Cigars
Rocky Patel.20th Anniversary Natural Rothschild

£20.00 Each

50 Ring Gauge x 4 1/2”. Med-Full Flavour
Handmade Honduran Wrapper: Honduran Corojo, Filler from Esteli, Jalapa, Nicaragua, Jamastran,
and Honduras. tobaccos. Celebrating 20 years in the business of creating iconic cigars, Rocky Patel
couldn’t deliver something short of magnificent.
This cigar follows the lineage of the Rocky Patel Decade and Fifteenth Anniversary brands and takes
things to a whole new level. With 4 years in the development, this blend combines fillers from Esteli
and Jalapa, Nicaragua, as well as Jamastran, Honduras. It is encompassed in an elegant Honduran
wrapper.
Box-pressed, beautiful and soon to be legendary. The result is a smooth and creamy smoke
brimming with flavours of toasted almonds, leather, caramel, cocoa, and subtle hints of spice

Rocky Patel. The Edge Toro Maduro

52 Ring Gauge x 6”. Full Flavour

£22.00 Each

Untubed
Handmade Honduran. Wrapper Origin: Costa Rican. Filler- Nicaraguan Colour: Maduro
The Edge Maduro remains one of the hottest brands sold within the United States.
And the reason is simple: consistency. Impeccable style and a constant, smooth burn have made this
cigar a blazing success.
Factor in the bargain price point and you will understand why this cigar is called The Edge!
Featuring an exclusive Maduro wrapper, this cigar has a unique edge all to its own. Discover the
difference today!

Alec Bradley. Black Market. Punk

42 Ring Gauge x 4 1/2”. Med-Full Flavour. £16.00 Each
Handmade Honduran. Wrapper Nicaraguan, Binder -Sumatra, Filler -Panama & Honduras
As with the rest of the Black Market cigars, it is made in Tobacos de Oriente in Danli, Honduras.
The Black Market blend is a mixture of Panamanian and Honduran fillers with a Sumatran binder and
Nicaraguan wrapper.
This powerful Nicaraguan wrapper leaf and a flavourful Sumatran binder wraps around fillers from
small yield farms in Honduras and Panama.

Camacho Connecticut Robusto Tubos Cigar

£23.00 Each

50 Ring Gauge x 5”. Mild- Med- Flavour.
Handmade Honduran Cigar. Wrapper: Ecuadorian Connecticut.
From the start, the Camacho Connecticut Robusto shows intense levels of creaminess that help to
round out the spice and sweetness of the Corojo binder.
Its the combination of Dominican and Honduran tobaccos that add to the profoundness of the
flavour profile. The Connecticut wrapper pulls the blend together and helps to enhance the overall
experience. This cigar is great for milder smokers who want to try and take a small step up in
intensity. As always from Corojo, this is a really enjoyable smoke.

Honduran Cigars
La Invicta Maduro.

52 Ring Gauge x 5 7/8” Medium Flavour
£12.00 Each
Honduran handmade cigar. Made using the finest tobaccos grown in Honduras whilst being wrapped
in a beautiful, dark Maduro wrapper. This cigar offers medium strength with a spicy yet hinted with a
sweet taste.

La Invicta Robusto.

50 Ring Gauge x 5”. Medium Flavour

£11.00 Each

Honduran handmade cigar. Made using the finest tobaccos grown in Honduras. Medium strength
with a spicy yet hinted with a sweet taste.

La Invicta Petit Corona.

42 Ring Gauge x 4”. Medium Flavour

£9.00 Each

Honduran handmade cigar. Made using the finest tobaccos grown in Honduras. This cigar offers
medium strength with a spicy yet hinted with a sweet taste.

La Invicta Cannon.

52 Ring Gauge x 5 7/8” Medium Flavour

£14.00 Each

Untubed
Honduran handmade cigar. Made using the finest tobaccos grown in Honduras. This cigar offers
medium strength with a spicy yet hinted with a sweet taste.

Mexican Cigars
TE-AMO World Series- Honduran Blend.

54 Ring Gauge x 5”. Full Flavour

£14.00 Each
Mexican handmade cigar. This full flavoured cigar is beautifully made with a rare Corojo seed
wrapper, surrounding an enticing blend highlighted by hand selected Honduran long filler tobaccos.

TE-AMO World Series- Nicaraguan Blend.

54 Ring Gauge x 5”. Medium Flavour

£14.00 Each
Mexican handmade cigar. Nicaraguan Blend Robusto Cigar boasts robust Nicaraguan long fillers, a
spicy San Andres tobacco binder, and a silky smooth Cuban-seed Criollo wrapper.

TE-AMO World Series- Cuban Blend.

54 Ring Gauge x 5”. Full Flavour

£14.00 Each
Mexican handmade cigar. Cuban Blend Robusto Cigar features a Criollo '98 wrapper and San Andres
Negro, Corojo and Criollo '98 fillers from Cuban seeds grown in San Andres Valley.

TE-AMO World Series- Dominican Blend.

54 Ring Gauge x 5”. Medium Flavour

£14.00 Each
Mexican handmade cigar. Dominican Blend Cigar - it's premium Connecticut shade wrapper
encases an intricate blend containing the finest Dominican long fillers.

TE-AMO World Series- Mexican Blend.

54 Ring Gauge x 5”. Full Flavour

£14.00 Each
Mexican handmade cigar. Given the combination of the finest wrapper, binder and filler of Criollo
'98, this one of a kind blend stands out with an intense body and exceptional sweetness.

DOMINICAN REPUBLIC Cigars
Davidoff WSC Belicoso. Traveller. Cello 4’S

.

£46.00 tin

£12.00 Each

Untubed 47 Ring Gauge x 4 1/2”. Med-Full Flavour.
Handmade Dominican Republic Cigar. Wrapper: ECUADOR. Binder- Mexico.
Filler- DOMINICAN REPUBLIC, NICARAGUA. The Traveller cigar, from the Davidoff Winston Churchill
line, is a Belicoso which would certainly satisfy Churchill’s taste for exotic tobacco.
The cigar is inspired by Churchill’s love of adventure and so features tobacco from all around the
world, but mainly from the Dominican Republic. This is a short an intense cigar, a ring gauge of 46
yet this cigar only lasts for roughly 20 minutes of enjoyment time.

Davidoff Signature 2000 cigar

£26.50 Each

Untubed 43 Ring Gauge x 5”. Medium- Flavour.
Handmade Dominican Republic Cigar. Wrapper: Corojo.
Davidoff 2000 Cigar signature Range is a little smaller than the classic corona but with a higher
percentage of Piloto tobaccos making for a bold taste of coffee and wood.
The aftertaste remains exactly as you would expect from the original Davidoff Corona. Smooth and
mild, a cigar to try for lovers of a smooth smoke.
The Davidoff Signature Range redefines the timeless quality of the classic range. Each cigar has a
smaller ring gauge than the original to make the smoking experience slightly more exquisite. The
series features The 1000 (Petit Panetella), The 2000 (Corona) and The 6000 (Robusto).

PSYKO 7 Natural Robusto Cigar

£20.00 Each

Untubed 50 Ring Gauge x 5 1/2”. Mild-Med- Flavour.
Handmade Dominican Republic Cigar. Wrapper: Corojo. Binder. Mexican Sumatra
When the Ventura Cigar Company created their Pysko Seven line of cigars, they wanted to produce a
cigar that would help you, disconnect from chaos and commotion.. well, they succeeded.
Made in the Dominican Republic, the Psyko Seven features an eye-pleasing Dominican wrapper that
covers a Mexican Sumatra binder.
But the key to the Psyko Seven is its specially blended filler. Made of seven tobaccos from six
different countries, the Psyko Seven’s filler has redefined the meaning of complexity with a balanced
combination of mild to bold flavors designed to tantalize your senses. Keep your humidor stocked
with the Psyko Seven for those days when you must medicate your mind.

Gurkha Ghost Gold Shadow Cigar

£20.00

Each Untubed 52 Ring Gauge x 5 ”. Med- Flavour.
Handmade Dominican Republic Cigar. Wrapper: Ecuador Habano Rosado . Binder. Mexican San
Andres. Filler: Dominican, Nicaraguan, US
The Ghost Gold is a medium bodied blend, like the original Ghost. For Ghost Gold, the original
Brazilian Arapiraca wrapper leaf has been swapped to a silky-smooth Ecuadorian Habano specimen.
Underneath, a Criollo ’98 binder encases U.S., Dominican, and Nicaraguan long-fillers to create a
medium-bodied blend that’s ultra-smooth. You’ll find sweet and earthy notes, with hints of black
pepper and cinnamon spice joining the mix. Gurkha Ghost Gold was named the #4 Cigar to smoke
now by Maxim magazine in May 2019.

DOMINICAN REPUBLIC Cigars
Leon Jimenes Petit Corona Blond Cigar - Vanilla

£8.00 Each & £80 box 10

Untubed 38 Ring Gauge x 4”. Mild-Med- Flavour.
Handmade Dominican Republic Cigar. Wrapper: Corojo. Binder. Mexican Sumatra
Leon Jimenes are handmade at the La Aurora factory, the oldest cigar makers in the Dominican
Republic.
With immaculate Connecticut shade wrapper leaves, smooth and delicate aromatic flavour leaves
for a mellow, balanced smoke with notes of creamy vanilla.
If you’re looking for a mild aromatic flavoured cigar that is a great value for money. The Leon
Jimenes Petit coronas tick all the boxes.

Leon Jimenes Petit Corona Blond Cigar - Honey

£8.00 Each & £80 box 10

Untubed 38 Ring Gauge x 4”. Mild-Med- Flavour.
Handmade Dominican Republic Cigar. Wrapper: Corojo. Binder. Mexican Sumatra
Leon Jimenes are handmade at the La Aurora factory, the oldest cigar makers in the Dominican
Republic.
With immaculate Connecticut shade wrapper leaves, smooth and delicate aromatic flavour leaves
for a mellow, balanced smoke with notes of sweet honey.
If you’re looking for a mild aromatic flavoured cigar that is a great value for money. The Leon
Jimenes Petit coronas tick all the boxes.

Leon Jimenes Petit Corona Blond Cigar - Rum

£8.00 Each & £80 box 10

Untubed 38 Ring Gauge x 4”. Mild-Med- Flavour.
Handmade Dominican Republic Cigar. Wrapper: Corojo. Binder. Mexican Sumatra
Leon Jimenes are handmade at the La Aurora factory, the oldest cigar makers in the Dominican
Republic.
With immaculate Connecticut shade wrapper leaves, smooth and delicate aromatic flavour leaves
for a mellow, balanced smoke with notes of rum.
If you’re looking for a mild aromatic flavoured cigar that is a great value for money. The Leon
Jimenes Petit coronas tick all the boxes.

DOMINICAN REPUBLIC Cigars

Gurkha Toro Sampler Pack

£90.00 pack

Untubed 5 Cigars
This Gurkha Cigars Sampler bag gives you the chance to try the best of the Gurkha line all in one
beautiful limited edition humidification bag
This Gurkha sampler bag contains 6 toro size cigars. The fresh lock bags keep the cigars fresh and can
be closed after opening.

Cellar Reserve 15 & 18 Year Old
The vintage Cellar Reserve uses the finest quality 15 or 18 year-old aged tobacco, comprised of an
oily Criollo 1998 wrapper, that combines an aged Dominican, olor binder with a 15 or 18 year old
Dominican Filler The Cellar Reserve is a delicious medium to full-bodied cigar that is full of flavour
and complexity.

Gurkha Real
The Gurkha Real features mild, creamy, and smooth flavours with hints of vanilla. It is wrapped in a
Connecticut shade/Ecuadorian wrapper with Honduran fillers. It is sure to become a favourite mild
Gurkha cigar.

Cask Blend
Carefully hand rolled in the Dominican Republic with a beautiful wrapper and undisclosed
proprietary multi-country blend of long leaves, this cigar will leave you craving more and more. Rich
flavours of sweet spices and cedar whilst being medium bodied.

Seduction
The Gurkha Seduction is aptly named because it does just that. Wrapped in a dark and mottled
Ecuadorian wrapper leaf that has been aged for three years, the filler is an extremely unique blend
of Colombian Corojo tobacco. This really is an amazing full-bodied smoking experience.

125th Anniversary
Gurkha are proud to bring you the Gurkha 125th Anniversary Edition Cigar. Using a carefully chosen
blend of selected tobaccos, features an oily Cubra, Brazilian wrapper, accompanied by an
Ecuadorian, binder and a complex combination of Nicaraguan, Brazilian and Dominican fillers,
encompassing a very smooth and complex taste profile, with flavourful notes of rich tobacco and
subtle hints of sweet spice, vanilla and chestnut. medium to full-bodied.
This sampler bag includes the following cigars:
Gurkha Cellar Reserve 15 Year Old Hedonism
Gurkha Cellar Reserve 18 Year Old Hedonism
Gurkha Real Toro
Gurkha Cask Blend Hedonism
Gurkha Seduction Toro
Gurkha 125th Anniversary Toro

